Year 2 - Mathematics - Learn from home timetable
Big Idea Concept: Numbers to 1000
Australian Curriculum Connection: NA2.2 Recognise, model, represent and order numbers to at least 1000

Monday
Launch and Tune In
• Where have you seen 1000 of
something?
• Can you draw 3 things that there
are 100 off? (Head outside to have
a look?)

Tuesday
Launch and Tune In
•

-Estimate how many pencils/ pens
you can see in each one.
What is your method?
How else could you do it?
Is there one way that is
particularly useful? Why?

Wednesday
Launch and Tune In
You have a set of the digits
from 0 - 9.

Can you arrange these digits
in the five boxes below to
make two-digit numbers as
close to the targets as
possible? You may use each
digit once only.

Thursday
Launch and Tune In

Which is quicker, counting up
to 30 in ones or counting up
to 300 in tens? Why?
Which is quicker, counting up
to 40 in ones or counting up
to 4,000 in hundreds?
Which is quicker, counting up
to 20 in ones or counting up
to 140 in sevens?

Vocabulary in Mathematics
• If I am working with Place ValueWhat things might I need to know?
e.g- Ones, tens, hundreds

Vocabulary in Mathematics
Write some of the key vocabulary on
some cards/ post it notes for references.
Make a word wall for Maths.

Brainstorm responses
Vocab for this concept includes:
Students should be able to communicate
using the following language: count
forwards, count backwards, number

How will you know that your
solution is as close to the
targets as possible?
Vocabulary in Mathematics

Maybe you could work on this
with a partner!
When you have timed
yourselves and decided the
reasons for your results, you
could invent some other
examples for yourselves.
You could predict which was
going to be quicker and then try
them out to test your
prediction.
.
Vocabulary in Mathematics

Friday
Launch and Tune In

Look at these two
spinners.
The first spinner
shows 10s and the
second spinner
shows 1s.
When you spin the
two spinners, the
numbers can be
combined. For
example, if the
spinners land on 20
and 4, I can
combine these
numbers to make
24.
What two-digit
numbers can you
make?
What numbers can’t
you make?

Look at your word wall. Which words
do you find easy to explain? Tell
someone what you know about these
words.

Vocabulary in Mathematics
• If you had to describe to a
Look at your word wall. Which words do
friend what it is like to be a
you find hardest to explain?
mathematician working on
Can a care giver support you with
numbers up to 1000, what
further understanding of these words?
would you tell them?

Vocab for this concept includes:
Students should be able to
communicate using the following

Students should be able to
communicate using the following
language: count forwards, count

e.g- I would need to know
number names

before, number after, more than, less
than, number line, number chart, digit,
zero, ones, groups of ten, tens, groups of
one hundred, hundreds, round to.
The word 'and' is used when reading a
number or writing it in words, eg five
hundred ‘and’ sixty-three. We say the word
‘and’ after hundred.

Conceptual Development

language: count forwards, count
backwards, number before, number
after, more than, less than, number
line, number chart, digit, zero, ones,
groups of ten, tens, groups of one
hundred, hundreds, round to.
The word 'and' is used when reading
a number or writing it in
words, eg five hundred and sixtythree.

Conceptual Development

Conceptual Development

backwards, number before, number
after, more than, less than, number line,
number chart, digit, zero, ones, groups
of ten, tens, groups of one
hundred, hundreds, round to.
The word 'and' is used when reading a
number or writing it in words, eg five
hundred and sixty-three.
•

-I would need to know how
to read internal zeros
-How would I know
numbers before and after?

Conceptual Development

Conceptual Development

• Draw your answer to this
Choose 2 of these numerals to make the question.
smallest two digit number and the Pam is sorting her coloured
largest two digit number you can.
pencils. She has 34
coloured pencils altogether.
8
1
5
She groups them in lots of
10 and has 4 left over.

Write the two-digit number on a
Can you draw Pam’s pencils
number line:
Smallest Number
Number

Role a dice twice making a 2-digit
number.
- locate the number on the number
chart.
- colour it in until you have 3 in a
row.
How did you identify where the
number would be located on the
board?

Using the number models of MAB blocks
can you draw a representation of the
following numbers:
-382
-624
-82
-122

Using the number models of MAB
blocks can you draw a
representation of the following
numbers:

Learning Journal
• Draw what comes to mind when you
see the number 634

Learning Journal
• Using these 3 numbers make the
smallest 3 digit number possible.
• How do you know?
• 3 , 6, 0

sorted?

What does the 3 mean in
34?
Circle in your picture where
the ‘3’ in ‘34’ is
represented.

-382
-624
-82
-122
And can you write these numbers
in words

Learning Journal
• Can you draw 3 things that there
are 100 of? (Head outside to
have a look?)

Largest

•
Draw bundling sticks like the ones in the
photograph to show these numbers:

Learning Journal
• Using these 3 numbers make the
largest 3 digit number possible.
• How do you know?

Learning Journal
• Read these 4 numbers:

-

365, 872, 213, 333

-

Write them in order
from smallest to
largest.
Write down how did
you know.

3 , 6, 0
-

Fluency

Fluency

Fluency

Fluency

Fluency

•
•
•
•

•

Your student plays a ‘My
Number is’ game.
Place a pile of digits on the table.
Can you create the highest
number?
Select a digit and decide whether
it will represent the hundreds,
tens or ones. Students will need
to think strategically, for
example: If the object of the
game is to have the highest
number, and the student draws a
9, they would be wise to place
this number in the hundreds
column. Conversely, if they draw
a 2, they would be wise to place
this in the ones column.
Ask students to share their
strategies, discussing reasons for
their use.

Counting in Tens- Calculator Game
• Resources: Calculator/ paper
• Ask students to use constant
addition on their calculator to count
in 10’s. To begin, students enter
‘10+’ and then press ‘=’ each time to
which they add 10: they no longer
need to press ‘+10’ each time.
• Have students predict which
number will come next (writing the
prediction on the piece of paper),
then press’ =’ to verify.

•
•
•
•

•

Your student plays a ‘My
Number is’ game.
Place a pile of digits on the
table.
Can you create the highest
number?
Select a digit and decide
whether it will represent the
hundreds, Tens or ones.
Students will need to think
strategically, for example: If
the object of the game is to
have the highest number,
and the student draws a 9,
they would be wise to place
this number in the hundreds
column. Conversely, if they
draw a2, they would be wise
to place this in the ones
column.
Ask students to share their
strategies, discussing
reasons for their use.

Counting in Tens- Calculator Game
• Resources: Calculator/ paper
• Ask students to use constant
addition on their calculator to
count in 10’s. To begin,
students enter ‘10+’ and then
press ‘=’ each time to which
they add 10: they no longer
need to press ‘+10’ each time.
• Have students predict which
number will come next (writing
the prediction on the piece of
paper), then press’ =’ to verify.
• To vary the activity, nominate a
starting number, for example
34, and ask students to predict
counting up in 10’s.

• Your student plays a
‘My Number is’ game.
• Place a pile of digits on
the table.

• Can you create the
highest number?
• Select a digit and decide
whether it will
represent the hundreds,
tens or ones. Students
will need to think
strategically, for
example: If the object
of the game is to have
the highest number,
and the student draws a
9, they would be wise
to place this number in
the hundreds column.
Conversely, if they draw
a 2, they would be wise
to place this in the ones
column.
Ask students to share their
strategies, discussing
reasons for their use.

